[Establishment and characterization of a neural stem cell line (RNSC-FMU 1) from rat brain].
A neural stem cell line (RNSC-FMU 1) from rat brain have been established successfully by isolating and culturing neural stem cells from newborn SD rat brain in vitro with free-serum medium and passaging with mechanical division. The cell line cultured can continuously generate in vitro for long-term and it is 21 months (>100 passages) so far. These cells keep the feature of neural stem cell and normal karyotype. These neural stem cells can be induced to differentiate into neurons, astrocytes and oligodendrocytes. The cells have an extensive self-renewal capacity; its doubling time of proliferation is about 20 h. The cells are also cryopreservable. Tumor formation is not observed in nude mice that explanted with the cells. This cell line is a good tool for research of neural stem cell.